The Love Movement and CityLit Project are teaming up for a special night of literature and entertainment called “Across Words.” Conceived as an evening of storytelling and art that crosses boundaries and creates community, “Across Words” strives to introduce new audiences to Baltimore’s diverse literary and performance scene.

April 30, 2011, 7-9pm
Student Center Performing Arts Theater, University of Baltimore
Mount Royal and Maryland Avenues (5th Floor) / 21 W. Mount Royal Avenue, 21201

The event is part of the Spotlight UB Performing Arts Series.

The Love Movement is a nonprofit initiative of Ravolution Multimedia, LLC, a Baltimore-based grassroots corporation that promotes literacy, conversation, and the arts. CityLit Project is Baltimore’s nonprofit literary arts center.

For more information, contact either Raven Ekundayo or Gregg Wilhelm at info@ravolutionmultimedia.com or info@citylitproject.org or 410-274-5691.